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Shadows usually cause various problems in three-dimensional shape recovery and measurement
methods. In particular shading based approaches such as shape-from-shading or the photometric stereo
method produce no or wrong results if the shadows are not treated appropriately. We show how
information extracted from shadows can be employed to reduce the problems caused by them. This is
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1. Introduction and Related Work

Shading based methods calculate surface normals
and/or depth values by employing reflection and
illumination models. These methods can be clas-
sified by the number of light sources they use.
An image is taken separately for each light
source, i.e. the light sources are sequentially
switched on and off. During the image acqui-
sition process the position of the optical sensor
is not changed. In general white light is used but
under certain assumptions image acquisition can
be done in parallel (all light sources switched on)
if colored light is taken.

For diffuse reflecting object surfaces (Lambertian
surfaces) a surface normal can be determined to be
locally unique if the considered surface point is
illuminated from three light sources [1, 2, 6, 7].
If only two non-zero image irradiances (inten-
sities) are observed two surface normals are
consistent with the pair of image irradiances.

This paper addresses the question of how this
ambiguity can be locally resolved.

There are different possible ways to reduce/ over-
come this problem that we do not intend to take:

• using more than three light sources,

• reducing the angles between the illumination
directions,

• independently applying one-source methods
and two-source methods, or

• integrating other vision modules (e.g., bi-
nocular stereo).

Instead, we analyze the shadows in the images to
overcome this problem. Other authors [4, 5] have
observed the usefulness of shadow information as
well. Unlike these publications we will give
sufficient conditions when all visible surface nor-
mals of an illumination configuration (definitions
see below) are uniquely recoverable. These publi-



cations assume convex objects and hence they do
not have to distinguish between self-shadows and
cast-shadows. This is done for shadows caused
by one light source.

2. Shadow Analysis

We assume the standard geometry of shape-from-
shading. Let the object surface be explicitly
given in a left-handed sensor coordinate system
XYZ by Z Z X Y= ( , ) . The image xy axes coin-
cide with the XY axes of the sensor coordinate
system. The view direction is v = −( , , )0 0 1  and
the viewer is looking in the positive Z direction.
Hence a surface normal can be defined as

n = −( ( , ) / , ( , ) / , ).∂ ∂ ∂ ∂Z X Y X Z X Y Y 1

We define a surface normal n as being visible if
∠ < °) ,( )v n 90 . Unit surface normals are denoted
by n°. We define

V T= ° ∈ℜ ° >{ }n n v3 0 

as the set of visible surface normals.

The illumination directions are denoted by
s s s1 2 3

3, , ∈ℜ . They point towards the light
sources. We call a surface normal n as being
illuminated by a light source with illumination
direction s if ∠ < °) ,( )s n 90  holds, otherwise the
surface normal is unilluminated.

It is assumed that the object surface has a po-
sitive albedo and that the specular reflection

component (if it exists) was eliminated before-
hand by using an appropriate technique [3].

The light source λ generates a self-shadow on an
object point with surface normal n if

∠ ≥ °) ,( )s nλ 90 .

Let

S VT
λ λ= ° ∈ℜ ° ≤ ∧ ° ∈{ }n n s n3 0  

be the set of all visible surface normals that are
unilluminated by light source λ (the self-shadow
set) and let

∂ λ λS VT= ° ∈ℜ ° = ∧ ° ∈{ }n n s n3 0  

be the boundary of Sλ . A cast-shadow is produ-
ced if no light reaches the object point although
∠ < °) ,( )s nλ 90  holds because the light rays are
blocked by an object. Let

S Vc
T

λ λ= ° ∈ℜ ° > ∧ ° ∈{ }n n s n3 0  

be the set of all visible surface normals that are
potentially in a cast-shadow of light source λ
(the potential cast-shadow set). An example
showing a simple two-dimensional surface with
self-shadow and cast-shadow produced by light
source k is depicted in Fig. 1. Light source i
does not produce any shadows, since we assume
that v and sk  are parallel. The intervals Usk  and
Uck  describe the self-shadow region and the cast-
shadow region, respectively.

sk

n1n2

n1n2

Us k Uck

v, si

P0

n0

Figure 1: A self-shadow region Usk  and a cast-shadow region Uck  on a two-
dimensional surface and two consistent surface normals pairs ( , )n n1 2



Let us assume that the light source k causes a
shadow on the object surface. Using the mea-
sured pair of positive and normalized image
irradiances ( , )E Ei j  for a considered surface point
P a pair of consistent surface normals ( , )n n1 2 ,
with

n s s s s1 2, , ,= ⋅ + ⋅ ± ⋅ ×u u wi j i j i j i j

can be derived locally (pointwise) [1], hence the
scalars ui j, , uj i,  and w can be calculated from the
pair of normalized image irradiances ( , )E Ei j  and
the illumination directions s si j, . "×" denotes
the cross product.

2.1 Resolving the Ambiguity

The ambiguity in the locally recoverable surface
normals is implicitly resolved for both shadow
types and any configuration of illumination direc-
tions if the vectors n s s, i jand  are coplanar.
However this only holds for a small subset of
visible surface normals. Now we show how to
overcome this problem.

At first we assume that the illumination direction
sk  of the shadow-making light source k is
oriented perpendicular to illumination directions
si  and s j , hence s s sk i j= ⊗ . The special cross
product denoted by "⊗ " for two three-dimen-
sional vectors a, b and the view direction v is
defined as follows:

a b
a b a b v

a b
⊗ =

× × ≥
− ×





 ,   

,  

if ( )

otherwise.

T 0

This definition assures that the resulting vector
of the cross product is always visible or is per-
pendicular to the view direction.

Assuming this illumination configuration the
pair of consistent surface normals ( , )n n1 2  has
the property that one surface normal is always
illuminated and the other one is unilluminated
with respect to light source k, see Fig. 2. If self-
shadows and cast-shadows can be distinguished
the ambiguity in the surface normals is locally
resolvable. In self-shadow regions the surface
normal n n n∈( , )1 2  is the right candidate if
90 180° ≤ ∠ ≤ °) ,( )s nk  holds. In cast-shadow
regions n n n∈( , )1 2  is the correct result if n is
illuminated with respect to light source k.

s is i

s j

s k
n 1

n 2

Figure 2: Illumination configuration with
s s sk i j= ⊗  and a pair of consistent sur-
face normals ( , )n n1 2

This property should hold for all light sources. It
follows that the illumination directions have to
be pairwise orthogonal. This configuration is
equivalent to the Standard Illumination Confi-
guration SIC (see Appendix) with SIC-angle
α = arctan( )2 .

Employing the trigonometry of spherical tri-
angles it can be shown that about 84% of the
visible surface normals in self-shadow regions are
uniquely recoverable for α = arctan( )2 . If the
additional information inherent in the irradiance
triples is not taken into account then only 25%
of the visible surface normals can be recovered (a
quarter of the visible hemisphere of the Gaussian
sphere).

It can also be shown that the ambiguity is still
resolvable under less restrictive assumptions on
the illumination configurations. From the combi-
natorial point of view three cases can occur for
the considered surface point P.

∂Sj∂Si

∂Sk

M1

M2 ∩ Sk

si,sj −plane

Figure 3: Example of a resolvable
ambiguity in surface normals



I Both consistent surface normals of the pair
( , )n n1 2  are not elements of Sk .

II Exactly one surface normal of the pair
( , )n n1 2  is an element of Sk .

III Both consistent surface normals of the pair
( , )n n1 2  are elements of Sk .

Case (I) cannot occur since we have assumed that
the surface point P is an element of a self-shadow
region. In case (II) the ambiguity can be re-
solved, see example in Fig. 3. The set M1 is
defined by

M S Sci cj
T

i j1
3 0= ∩ ∩ ° ∈ℜ ° ⊗ >{ }n n s s ( )

and M2  is defined by

M S Sci cj
T

i j2
3 0= ∩ ∩ ° ∈ℜ ° ⊗ <{ }n n s s ( ) .

Case (III) means that both surface normals are
unilluminated with respect to light source k.
Fig. 4 illustrates an example for case (III).

Here, the ambiguity cannot be resolved. Case
(III) can only occur if

M S M Sk k1 2∩ ≠ ∅ ∧ ∩ ≠ ∅  .

It can be inferred that for the set of illumination
configurations

s s s s sk i j i j= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ ⊗

≥ >

ω µ ν

ω µ ν

 ,

 ,   with and0 0

case (III) can never occur. If this condition should
hold then for each of the three light sources the

si,sj −plane

∂Sj∂Si

∂Sk

M1

M2 ∩ Sk

Figure 4: Example of an unresolvable
ambiguity in surface normals

possible illumination configurations are given by
the following set of inequalities:

∠ ≤ ° ∧ ∠ ≤ °

∧ ∠ ≤ °

) ( , )   ) ( , )

  ) ( , ) .

s s s s

s s
i j j k

i k

90 90

90

A complementary analysis can be done for cast-
shadows.

3. Quantified Improvement

Now we show the quantified improvement if the
additional information inherent in the shadows is
taken into account. The quantity of surface nor-
mals is represented by areas on the Gaussian
sphere. Fig. 5 shows the ratios in per cent of
recoverable surface normals (by using the shadow
information) to the whole set of visible surface
normals on the Gaussian sphere for different SIC-
angles α  with respect to self-shadows. The
squares depict the ratio of recoverable areas if the
shadows are neglected.
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Figure 5: Areas on the Gaussian sphere where surface orientations can be recovered
without analyzing the shadows (squares) and with analyzing self-shadows (circles)
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Figure 6: Areas of regions on the Gaussian sphere where surface normals can be
recovered using the cast-shadow analysis (see text)

The larger the angles between the illumination
directions the smaller the set of recoverable
surface normals. The percentages of recoverable
surface orientations when analyzing shadows are
shown as circles. The difference between the
curves is high.

Analogous results for cast-shadows are shown in
Fig. 6. The recoverable areas are given with
respect to the area of visible surface normals
(squares) and with respect to surface normals that
are potentially part of cast-shadows (circles).
This distinction is necessary because cast-
shadows depend not only on the surface orien-
tation but depend also on the position of the
surface point. Without making assumptions on
the surface geometry it is not possible to give
specific data.

4. Experiments

We have performed experiments with synthetic
and real images. Here we depict the results for a
real Beethoven plaster statue. Fig. 7 shows two
of three input images for the 3D shape recovery.
The light source in the right image causes large
shadow regions on the statue.

Fig. 8 shows the preliminary result of the reco-
vered surfaces of the Beethoven statue with (left)
and without (right) making use of the shadow
information. As it can be seen from the figure the
effect of shadow analysis is quite marked. Remai-
ning errors come from insufficient shadow type
classification, and pixels containing shadows
from two light sources.

    

Figure 7: Two irradiance images of a real Beethoven plaster statue, both light
sources generate self-shadows and cast-shadows in the images



      

Figure 8: Recovered surfaces of the Beethoven statue with (left) and without (right)
making use of the shadow information

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have analyzed the effect of a shadow analysis
on shading based shape recovery. It can be
shown that for commonly employed illumination
configurations the self-shadow problem can be
solved uniquely. We have given first results of a
preliminary implementation for shadow classifi-
cation and shadow analysis. In future work we
will implement more robust shadow classifi-
cation algorithms to better distinguish between
the shadow types.

Appendix

A set of illumination directions s s s1 2 3, and  is
called a Standard Illumination Configuration
(SIC) if the angles between each pair of these
illumination directions are equal and the angles
between the viewing direction v and each of
s s s1 2 3, and  are equal, too.

We call the angle between the illumination di-
rections and v the SIC-angle α, with

α ∈ ° °( )0 90, .

The set of gradients of the illumination di-
rections s s s1 2 3, and  is

G s

G s

G s

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) and

( ) ( ) ( )
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2
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2

2
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In the discussed analysis we consider SICs with

α ≤ ≈ °arctan( )2 54 74. .

In applied work it is not useful to take larger
SIC-angles, since the area of the object which is
illuminated by all three light sources would be
too small.
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